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Eggs and Empires
Eggs and Empires is a fast-playing card game
where players use matching decks full of adventurers.
Each round, players choose an adventurer to send into
the Ridback Mountains to collect valuable dragon
eggs. Sometimes the strongest adventurer will be
rewarded with the “best egg”, however, each
adventurer has a unique power that can affect the
order in which eggs are selected. The powers interact
in strange and awesome ways so that every hand is
exciting and fun! Collect dragon eggs—avoid the
exploding ones—and gain glory for the Empire!
“Following their success with Fleet, this design duo has
come up with another game that's a hit. Eggs & Empires
perfectly fills the role of a quick, entertaining, accessible
deduction-based card game that novice &hardcore gamers
will surely enjoy!" - Dan Halstad, League of Nonsensical Gamers

Game Components:





102 deluxe linen 2.5" x 3.5" cards
1 stand up Egg Tie Breaker Marker
13 Egg Tokens
Easy to teach Rulebook

Players:
Playing time:
Age:
Case size:

2–6
20 – 30 minutes
8 and up
24 (14 lbs.; 13.65” x 8.75” x 6.75”)

"Overall, Eggs and Empires is a great simple game that’s
quick to teach, easy to learn, and lots of fun. The simple
game play makes it accessible to many players, and the
luck of the draw is balanced very well against the strategy
that comes with a small deck and each player having the
same cards."
- Ken Grazier, Geek-Craft.com

Designed by Benjamin Pinchback & Matthew D. Riddle
Published by Gryphon Games
Made in China
Product Code:
UPC:
Size:
MSRP:

Target Audience:
 Fans of Ben & Matt’s award-winning game Fleet
 Game, toy, gift, and specialty store patrons
 Casual to advanced gamers, families and couples
Core Information:
 Beautiful, striking card art by Cristian Chihaia
 Builds flexible thinking, memory, basic math, spatial
thinking, and social interaction skills.

101454N
609456647038
5.75" x 4.25" x 1.0"
$17.99
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